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Abstract
The situation under consideration is that of a given Discrete
Event System (DES), whose behavior has to be modified by
means of a feedback control (named Supervisor) in order to
achieve a given set of requirements that the initial DES did
not satisfy. To do so, the DES is modeled as a Hierarchical
Finite State Machine (HFSM). Further, instead of translating
the HFSM to ordinary state machines and using classical syn-
thesis tools on the resulting FSM, we here present algorithms
that solve the Supervisory Control Problem (for a particular
case of forbidden state avoidance problem) as well as the Op-
timal Control Problem without expanding the HFSM.

Key words : Discrete Event Systems, Supervisory Control
Problem, Hierarchical Structures, Optimal Control

1 Introduction

The theory of automatic supervisor synthesis of DES has
been the subject of numerous studies since the beginning of
the 80’s (see e.g. [7]). Given a plant (P) and a specification
of the expected behavior (S), the control of the plant is per-
formed by inhibiting some events belonging to a set of con-
trolled events while the other events cannot be prevented from
occurring (they are said to be uncontrollable) in such a way
that the behavior of the controlled plant is included in (S).
In many cases, Finite State Machine (FSMs) are the starting
point to model fragments of a system, which usually con-
sists of the composition of many different sub-systems. Each
of these subsystems consists of different sub-systems. Fur-
ther, the standard way of applying the supervisor synthesis
methodology to hierarchical state machines is by translating
them to ordinary state machines and by using classical syn-
thesis tools on the resulting FSM. However, knowing that the
synthesis algorithms are polynomial in the number of states
of the systems and that the number of states of the global
system grows exponentially with the number of parallel and
nested sub-systems, it seems important to design algorithms
that perform controller synthesis without expanding the sys-
tem by taking advantage of the hierarchy of the system.
Some techniques based on model aggregation methods [10]
have been proposed to deal with hierarchical control prob-
lems. However, in this paper, we are more interested in ap-
plying existing techniques to a multi-level hierarchy model.
The notion of Hierarchical state machines was first popu-
larized by Harel in [5], who introduced the STATECHARTS

model. STATECHARTS are a graphical specification formal-
�
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ism allowing (among others) the nesting of state machines
(inducing a hierarchy), the orthogonality of state machine (in-
ducing parallelism between state machines) and re-usability
of components in different contexts. For supervisory con-
troller purposes, Brave and Heimann in [2] introduced Hi-
erarchical State Machines which constitute a simplified ver-
sion of the STATECHARTS. Compared to the classical state
machines, they add orthogonality and hierarchy features (see
also [4, 6]). Further, Alur and al. introduced the hierarchical
Kripke Structure in [1] allowing re-usability of components
(called structures) in different contexts. The Hierarchical Fi-
nite State Machines (HFSM) we are considering can be char-
acterized by a collection of nested structures �������
	�	�	������� ,
where ��� represents the top level of the HFSM. At an in-
termediate level, the structure ��� can be seen as an FSM, in
which states can be either ordinary states or super-states �
which are constituted by a set of structures running in paral-
lel. Based on this model, we define algorithms that solves the
Non-Blocking Supervisory Control Problem for the case of
the invariance as well as the Optimal Control problem with-
out expanding the HFSM. The result is an HFSM that has the
same behavior as the one that would have been obtained by
expanding the HFSM and by applying the classical algorithm
on the resulting FSM.

2 Preliminaries
The basic structures considered are Finite State Machines
(FSMs) defined by a 5-tuple �������������������! #"$��%&� , where
� is a finite alphabet. � is a finite set of states, ���('��
is the set of initial states, whereas  )" is the final (marked)
state, %�*+�-,.�0/#12� is a partial transition function. The
notation %!354+�6 +798 means that %!354+�6 +7 is defined, i.e., there is
a transition labeled by an event 4 out of state  in machine
� . Likewise, %!35:;�6 +7 denotes the state reached by taking the
sequence of events defined by trace : from state  in machine
� . %!3< +7 denotes the active event set of  . Similarly, %!= � 3� #7
denotes the set of events that lead to  . The behavior of the
system is described by a pair of languages >�35�?7@'A�CB and
>ED@3��?7 . >�35�?7 is the language generated by � . Similarly,
>ED@3��?7 corresponds to the marked behavior of the FSM � ,
i.e., the set of trajectories of the system ending in  F" . An
FSM � is said to be blocking if >�35�?7�G� >HDI35�?7 and non-
blocking if >�35�?7J� >KDI35�?7 , where � denotes the prefix
closure of the language � . It can be shown [3] that � is non-
blocking whenever it is trim with respect to �L� and  #" (i.e.,
all the states of � are reachable from ��� and co-reachable to
 #" ). We now introduce the notion of submachines [3].

Definition 1 A FSM MN�O�P�KQI���KQI���KQSR&�� #"$��%
QT� is a sub-



machine of � , denoted M0' � , if � Q ' ��� � Q ' � � � 4��
� Q �� ���� Q % Q 3�4+�� #7 8�� 35% Q 3�4+�� #7E� %!3�4+�� #7�79	
In the sequel, we will denote by � 3� �6 ��<7 the trim subma-
chine of � initialized in state  	� � and ending in  �� (or
simply � 3� #7 when the final state is  " ). We now define the
asynchronous product of two FSMs. This operation will be
intensively used in the sequel to combine the different FSMs
involved in the specification of the plant we want to control.

Definition 2 Consider two FSMs, �I� � �P��� � �H� ���H��
��
 #"�
 ��%�� � and ���� ����;����&� �H������ #"��&��%��� , with �L��� ��C��� .
The asynchronous product of � � and �� , noted �I��� �� , is
another FSM ���L��;������&���H��
����6 +"�
�����% ��
� , such that �L�� �
����� �� , ������ ��� , �� , the new set of initial states is given
by � � 
��C� � � 
),�� � � and the final state by  " 
���� �< " 
��� " ��� .
The partial transition function % �� is defined by:

� � �"!$#&%('$) ��%*)+�(,*-/. 01 2 ' � �(!$#+%*)#��-�%3)+�(, if #5476E� and
� �8!$#+%*)#��-�9'$)#�:% � �;!$#&%�)���-*, if #5476<� and
� �"!$#+%*)+�:-�9

Undefined otherwise
(1)

3 The Hierarchical Finite State Machine

Now, we add new features to the definition of an FSM,
namely the hierarchy and the re-usability of components.
From now on, states (called super-states) of an FSM can be
other FSMs. Informally, the meaning of such a hierarchical
definition is obtained by recursively substituting each super-
state by a set of FSMs running in parallel. Some of these
FSMs, called structures, may appear repeatedly in different
contexts; however, it is assumed that no interaction exists be-
tween parallel structures. Such a model is called Hierarchical
Finite State Machine (HFSM). The following example illus-
trates this informal definition.

Example 1 The HFSM is given by 4 structures
��� � ���7����7= ���?> � (Figure 1). ��� is the upper structure. It
comprises 2 super-states � � and �8 .
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Figure 1: An Example

��� corresponds to a particular sub-behavior modeled by the
couple �7 and �?> running in parallel, whereas �� simply
corresponds to the sub-behavior of �X . At a lower level, �5=
is a flat FSM contained in the structure �X .

These remarks lead us to the following definition of a Hier-
archical Finite State Machine. First we define the notion of
structures.

Definition 3 A structure � is a tuple ����������YT��� � �� " ��%&� ,
where � is a set of atomic states, � � ' � is the set of initial
states and  " � � is the final state of � . Y is the set of
super-states of � . % is the partial transition function of �
defined over � ,[Z��\�XY^]C1_Z��\�XY`] .

In the following we will denote by �ba the structure � seen
as an FSM (i.e. when the super-states are considered as
atomic states). The notion of structure allows us to define
the notion of Hierarchical Finite State Machines.
Definition 4 A Hierarchical Finite State Machine c is given
by a tuple 36�5� �&��	
	�	 ������9�:d 7 , where

�Legfih�fkj
, ��� �

���K�����K����Y � � �H��l �� #"�l���%
�5� is a structure (with Y  �m� and
� � �.�on@�p� for all

h G�\q ), and d is a set 3�r � �:s � 7 ��t�u , withv �wZ e5fxhyfxjgz Y � G�p�{] . d characterizes the hierarchy
between the structures. For all

h � v
, 3 r � ��s � 7 is defined by :| r#� *�Y �T/#1 }+~�� l���
:������� � ����� is a function which maps

each super-state �`��Y � on a set of structures � n , withq�� h
. We use

v �� (or
v � for short) as Z�q f\j ] z � n �r � 35� 7(] . The structures of r � 3�� 7 behave asynchronously.| s�� is an Input function that gives access to the set

of initial states that are reached when triggering an
event that makes the system evolve into a super-state � .� ����Y � , s � 35��7 is a function defined over ��n t�u;� � ��� 1}�� l . Given a super-state ����Y � , and  � ���
 � 
 ��	
	�	 �� �;� � � � � a tuple of initial states, s � 35��7 3< � 7
corresponds to the events that make the system go from
its current state into  )� 1.

� � will be called the root of c , whereas the structures � �
such that Y �J��� will be called the leaves of c and the
structures (recursively) involved in the definition of another
structure ��� will be called the sons of ��� . Given an HFSMc � 3���� �&��	
	�	 ������9�:d 7 , and a particular structure, say � � ,
when an event 4�� % = �� 3�� 7 is triggered, all the structures ofr ��35��7 are simultaneously activated and entered in one of their
initial states according to s���35� 7 . After entering a super-state,
the different structures evolve asynchronously following Def-
inition 2. However, in order to evolve out of a super-state
� , there is synchronization between the different structures
of r � 3�� 7��235� � 7 ��t�u;� on their final state. Hence, an event
4�� % � 3�� 7 can be triggered in a super-state � whenever each
substructure of r � 35��7 is in its corresponding final state (i.e.,
there is no preemption).
In order to be able to perform control on an HFSM, we need
to make some assumptions on it.
Assumption 1 Let ����Y � be a super-state of ��� , and
3�� n 7 n t�u�� ��r ��35� 7 be the corresponding structures attached
to � . Then, Z"s��63�� 7 3� ���7�]¢¡SR8tS£ �*¤ � �(¥ R � is a partition of % = �� 35� 7 .
This assumption ensures that each event leading to � is taken
into account, and that there is a unique tuple of initial states
that has 4 as input event (i.e. entering the super-state is de-
terministic).
Assumption 2 Two structures of a super-state cannot have
common sons.

1For example, ¦ �(§©¨���ª¬«�§ �®S¯"°�® ��±8²´³µ·¶:¨:°3¸�¹�ª , whereas ¦ ��§©¨��(ª¬«§��®S¯�²&³µx¶:¨:°3º;¹�ª .



This assumption ensures that a structure can not be in parallel
with itself. From a control point of view, it means that it will
be possible to use exactly one supervisor in order to control a
structure.
Expanded HFSM. Given an HFSM c �
36��� � ��	
	�	
���  �9�:d 7 , we can make correspond an FSM.
It is recursively obtained as follows. First, the leaves of c are
already expanded. Now assume the structures � ��� � �
	�	
	���� 
have already been expanded to FSMs and denoted byc �n � ��� �n � � �n � � �

� � �6 � "*� ��% �n � , h���e f q f�j
. We now ex-

pand the structure ��� itself. To each super-state � of � � , we
associate its corresponding FSM � �� obtained by performing
the asynchronous product between each expanded structures
of r#��35� 7 , i.e. �

�� � ���
� � � � �

�:� �6 � � �6 � "�� ��% �� � � � n t�u���c �n 	 To
expand the structure ��� , we replace each super-state � of YE�
by its corresponding FSM � �� (the states will be denoted� ��� �< � � ��	�	
	��� � � u�� � ��� ) and we connect the initial states of � ��
to the states of ��� according to s�� (resp. for the final state).
The result is an FSM, denoted by c �

� . Such an FSM is
called the expanded structure of � � . We denote by c �

the
expanded structure of c (it is equal to c �

� ). One can remark
that the behavior of c is equal to >�35� � 7 .
Sub-behavior of an HFSM. In the sequel, we wish to apply
some control to the original system c in order to ensure a
given control objective. In other words, we wish to reduce
the system c to a particular behavior. This leads us to define
the two following notions of a submachine of an HFSM.

Definition 5 	 � 36�5M�� �
	�	
	���M@�� ��dy� 7 withd�� � 3�r��Q l ��s��QLl 7 ��t�
��� � l������� is a sub-HFSM ofc-� 36��������	
	�	
������ ��d 7 (noted 	 ' c ), whenever| 	 is an HFSM and
� h � M � ' � � (i.e. M�a� ' ��a� andY Q lE' Y � l ). �Leyf hof j ��M � is supposed to be trim.| dy� respects the following conditions.

� eyfgh�f j
, such

that Y Q l�G��� ,
� ��� Y Q l ,

1. r#Q l 3�� 7 � 35M n 7 n t�u�� , whenever r#��35��7 � 35� n 7 n t�u��
2. s�Q l 35� 7 is the sub-function of s���35� 7 restricted ac-

cording to % Q l . In other words,
� �`� Y Q l ��  � ���n t�u;� � Q R � �/s Q l 3�� 7 3� � 7 � s � 3�� 7 3� � 7�� % = �Q l 35� 7 	

Note that, in general, some structures of 	 may be useless
(i.e. they are no more associated to a super-state).
In some situation, it will be useful to reduce an HFSM to a
particular level (i.e. considering a structure � � of c as the
new root of the HFSM).

Definition 6 Let c � 3������ �
	�	�	������� ��d 7 be an HFSM and
��� a structure. Then c � corresponds to the HFSM c ���
36�����6��� n 
 �
	�	
	���� n�� �9��d � � l�� � 
 � � � � � � �� 7 , where ��� is seen as the
root of the HFSM and the � n � are the sons of ��� .

4 Supervisory Control Problem of HFSM

The idea of the Supervisory control theory is that the plant
models the uncontrolled behavior, which is not fully satisfac-
tory and must be “restricted” by means of a controller called a
supervisor [7]. However, not all but only a part of the events

can be disabled by the supervisor. Therefore, some of the
events are said to be uncontrollable, i.e., their occurrence can-
not be prevented by a controller, while the others are control-
lable (see [3] for more details). In this regard, for an HFSMc � 3���� � ��	
	�	�����!�9�:d 7 , the alphabets �H� can be partitioned
as �K�S� �K��!<� �K��"#! , where �H��! and �K��"#! represent the set of
controllable events and the set of uncontrollable events.

4.1 Review of the Supervisory Control Problem for FSM
Assume a plant � is given and modeled as an FSM and a
set of states $ , we recall how to synthesize a supervisor that
will ensure the reachability of the final state while remaining
in $ . Knowing that some events are uncontrollable, we first
recall the definition of controllable submachine [7].

Definition 7 Let � be a FSM and M be a submachine of � ,
then M is controllable w.r.t. � and �&%(' , whenever

�  w�
�KQ ' ��� � 4[� �)%('���%!3�4+�� #798�� %�Q 3�4+�� #7 8 .
This condition imposes that any transition that needs to be
disabled in � to generate M needs to be controllable. Based
on Definition 7, we can state the following proposition (its
proof is straightforward).

Proposition 1 Let �I������ be two FSMs, s.t. �?� �
���K�����K�����H��l �� #"�l ��%
�5� with ����� ��-��� , and M�� ' � � ,
M  ' �� . If M�� (resp. M  ) is controllable with respect to �I�
and ���*"#! (resp. �¬ and � �"#! ), then M���� M  is controllable
w.r.t. �I���9�� and ���*"#!L����+"#! . ,
A supervisor - is given by a function . *#� 1 }�� ! � deliv-
ering the set of actions that are disabled in state  of � by
the control2, and the new set of valid initial states �7�� ' �K�
(it could be the case, that in order to ensure an objective, we
need to reduce �H� ). Write -0/&� for the system, consisting of
the initial plant � controlled by the supervisor - . The Super-
visory Control Problem (SCP) is then the following: given �
and $ a set of states, the problem is to build a supervisor -
such that (1) -0/&� is controllable (2) all the trajectories of-0/ � eventually lead to the final state, (3) the traversed states
belong to $ and (4) -0/ � is the most permissive solution. In
the sequel, we will be more interested in the computation of.�/ � rather than in the computation of the supervisor . itself,
since one can easily extract - from -0/ � . The standard algo-
rithm (called RSCP) to compute -0/&� is an iterative algorithm
starting with M ' � the FSM obtained by removing from �
all the states that do not belong to $ . The iterative procedure
consists of (i) removing states that violate the controllabil-
ity condition, and (ii) removing states that are not reachable.
Call M21�' M the result. If M31 is not reduced to the empty
FSM, then M31 is the greatest controllable submachine of �
that ensures the invariance of $ and the reachability of  " .
Let us now present a result that will be useful in the HFSM
framework. First we need the following lemma.

Lemma 1 Let � be an FSM and M2' � , then the greatest
controllable submachine of M w.r.t. � and �&%4' contains all
the other controllable submachines of M w.r.t. � and �5%(' . ,
Based on Lemma 1, we can prove the following property:

2In general, 6 is a function from 7 §98<ª into :<; .



Proposition 2 Let � � and �  be two FSMs, and M � , M  be
two submachines of � � and �  . Let M 1� (resp. M 1 ) be the
greatest controllable submachine of M � (resp. M  ) w.r.t. � �
and � � "#! (resp. �  and �  "#! ), then M 1� �9M 1 � 3�M � �9M  7 1 ,
where 3�M����9M �7+1 corresponds to the greatest controllable
submachine of M����9M  w.r.t � ��� �� and ���*"#!/�����*"#!K� �)%(' .
4.2 The controller synthesis methodology for HFSM
We now extend these algorithms for the case of HFSMs. But
first, we need to adapt the controllability definition:

Definition 8 Let 	 � 36��M � �
	�	�	���M  �9�:d�� 7 , and c �
36��� � ��	
	�	
���  �9�:d 7 be two HFSMs, then 	 is controllable
w.r.t. c , whenever 	 is a sub-HFSM and

�Le f\h`f j � M[a�
is controllable w.r.t. to �ba� and � � "#! .
With this definition, we can state the following proposition.

Proposition 3 If 	 is a controllable sub-HFSM of c , then	 �
3 is controllable w.r.t. c �

and �)%('E��� � �K� "#!�	
The supervisor Now that we have the definition of a con-
trollable sub-HFSM, it is interesting to determine how such a
sub-HFSM can be obtained via a supervisor acting upon c .

Definition 9 Let cA� 3������ �
	�	�	������� ��d 7 be an HFSM then
a supervisor - is given by a set 3. � � � �� l 7 ��t � � ��� �� , where .F� is
a function �H����Y �K1�}S� l ! and �7�� l corresponds to the new
valid initial states of ��� .
Conceptually, the supervisor - controlling the plant (i.e. the
HFSM) observes the configuration  in which the plant is.
Then according to the structures that are active in  , the local
supervisors are activated and works as a classical supervisor
(namely, it enables/disables events according to the current
local state). To conclude this section, let us remark that this
definition is consistent with the definition of controllable sub-
machine of an HFSM. This is summarized by Proposition 4.

Proposition 4 Let 	 be a sub-HFSM of c . Then 	 is a con-
trollable sub-HFSM of c if and only if there exists a supervi-
sor - � 3 .)�����?�� R 7 ��t � � ��� �� such that

��eyf h fgj �
� Q l R � � �� R and

�  �� � � �7Y � ��% Q l93� #7 � % � 3< +7S/ . � 3� #7 (2)

The Supervisory Control Problem. In the sequel, we wish
to apply some control to the original system c in order to
avoid a set of forbidden states, while preserving the reach-
ability of the final state  " 
 (i.e. the final state of the root
� � of c ). First, we need to define what we mean by set of
states. Due to the hierarchical description of the system, the
states of the obtained expanded structure c �

can have dif-
ferent forms. They are either atomic states or of the form� ���;� | � | �
	�	�	9� | �0� . Each | can have one of the previous
forms, and so on, recursively, until all the | are atomic states.
Intuitively, these atomic states correspond to a particular con-
figuration of the HFSM, i.e. the states in which the structures
are simultaneously at a given instant.

Definition 10 Let c be an HFSM and $N� 3$C�P7 ���# , with$L�C' �K��� e7f\hyf\j
be a set of states. Then, the set of ex-

panded states (or configurations) $ �
of the expanded struc-

ture c �
is equal to the set of states  such that at least one

of the atomic components of  belongs to $ .
3 �	� corresponds to the expanded FSM of �

Based on this definition, we now present the algorithm that
given an HFSM c and a state of $ will compute the con-
trolled HFSM c 1 , such that 3�c 1 7 � is the greatest non-
blocking controllable submachine of c �

such that the set of
forbidden states $ �

is not reachable. To clarify the notations,
we will focus on a two levels HFSM, namely a structure, with
super-states � , in which all the structures are classical FSMs.
The generalization to an arbitrary number of levels is imme-
diate. Let c � 3������ �
	�	�	�����9� 3�r)� �:s
� 7�7 be an HFSM, and let$ � 3 $L�P7 ���# , with $L��' �E� be a set of atomic states we
want to avoid and  +":
 the final state we want to reach. The
corresponding algorithm RSCP_HFSM is:

step 1:
� q��i} , compute the greatest controllable system

� 1n � ��� n � � 1n ��� 1� � �� #" � ��% 1n � w.r.t. � n , � n�
 $ n and
� n "#! according to Algo. RSCP.

step 2: � 1� is computed as follows:
1. Let M��(� �P��� � �H� ��Y �� ���H�:
��6 #":
 % �� � be the sub-

structure of ��� , and r´�� �:s��� , s.t. Y �� is the largest
subset of Y � such that

� �[�xY �� , with r´�� 35� 7��
3�� 1n 73n t�u�� whenever r � 3�� 7 � 3�� n 73n t�u�� .
(a) if �!� 1n ��r¬�� 35� 7 , s.t. � 1n ��� , then �?G� Y ��
(b)

�  �� �?�� �XY��� � � 4[����� , s.t. %�� 354+�6 #7K� �

�� � !$#+%�)+-/. 0�1 �2�� if #X4 �� R���� ��¤ � �����R �
��� � ! � -:!����8-! 

Undefined otherwise

(c) Restrict s
� to s �� according to the new tran-
sition function %S�� . (Cf Point 2 of Definition
6).

2. Compute the greatest controllable FSM M of M[a�
w.r.t. �[a� and ��� "#! and Y��� � 35��� 
 $��
7 . Then � 1�
is the substructure of M � s.t. 3�� 1� 7�a � M

step 3: Call c 1 � 3���� 1� �
	�	�	����21 � �
3�r��� �:s��� 767 the resulting
HFSM.

Let us describe some particular points of this algorithm. Letc��#� 36��M � ��� 1 ��	 	 	 ���21 �9� 3�r´�� ��s��� 7�7 be the HSFM obtained af-
ter step 2 (1.c) of the algorithm. Then, based on Proposi-
tion 2, we can say that for each remaining super-state �^��Y��� ,
and for the set of remaining initial states of � (say � � � ),
3�� 1� 7 � � ��n t�u � � 1n is the supremal controllable FSM ofc � 35�H�:� �6 #"��97 w.r.t. 3$ n 7 �n�"  (i.e. we removed all the forbid-
den configurations corresponding to the set 3$ n 7 n�"  , while
keeping the less restrictive behavior). Note that it may be the
case that c � � is not controllable w.r.t. c �

. However, we can
state the following lemma:

Lemma 2 With the preceding notations, the greatest con-
trollable submachine of c¬� � w.r.t. c �

is equal to 3�c � 7�1 ,
where 3�c � 7 1 is the controlled FSM of the expanded HFSMc �

obtained using Algo. RSCP for the set of forbidden state
3 $�n 7 �n�"  .

Further in the algorithm (step 2 (2)), we remove from M � ,
the forbidden states corresponding to the structure � � (i.e.
the set of state $ � ) and we compute its greatest controllable
submachine. This shows the following theorem:



Theorem 1 Let c � 3���� � �
	�	
	����  � ��d 7 be an HFSM and$ � 3$�n�73n�" � be a set of atomic forbidden states. Let c �
be the expanded structure of c and $ �

be the corresponding
set of forbidden configurations. Then, 3�c 1 7 � � 3�c � 7 1 .

One can remark that, in order to compute the supervisors, the
previous algorithm never expands the HFSM and computes
exactly once each controlled structure � � , and that even if
� � appears in different contexts (i.e. as structure of different
super-states), thus reducing the complexity and avoiding the
state space explosion. This constitutes one of the main dif-
ference with the work of [2], where there is no notion of re-
usability and no notion of “local” supervisor as in our frame-
work (however, they can handle more complex objectives).

4.3 The Optimal Control Problem
The aim of the optimal control is to generate a controller
which constrains the system to a desired behavior according
to quantitative and qualitative aspects. This is performed by
the addition of quantitative measures in the form of cost func-
tions to capture the fact that some legal behaviors are better
than others. In this section, we present how the work of [8]
can be applied to our model. Compared to [9], we then adopt
a multi-level hierarchy model, whereas the “hierarchical op-
timal control” in [9] is based on model aggregation methods.

4.3.1 Review of optimal control on FSM: In this
section, we recall some results for the optimal control of FSM
(with a unique initial state) that can be found in [8]. In order
to take into account the numerical aspect of the optimal con-
trol problem, two cost values are associated to each event of
� . To this effect, we introduce an occurrence cost function��� *+� 1 IR � and a control cost function � ' *#�-1�Z � ��� ] .
The control cost function is used to encode the status of the
events. The control cost function is infinity for events in �5%(' .
The cost functions are then used to introduce a cost on the tra-
jectories of a submachine M of � (note that in [8], the control
cost function is not trivial). We introduce �����35M��6 +7 as the set
of disabled events at state  for the system to remain in sub-
machine M of � as well as ��3�:;�6 #7 the set of states crossed
on the way when traversing : .

Definition 11 Let M be a submachine of � and > D 3�M 7 be
the marked language generated by M , then| For any state  � �KQ and string :�� 4
	� 4
	 	�	�	�4
	 � 	 � �

such that %
QI3�:;�6 #7 exists, the cost of : is given by:

��� 3< ��M�� : 7E�

�
	
�

�
n � � ��� 354 	n 7 � �

�� t ¥�� 	 � ��
�

� t ���� � Q � ���� � ' 3�4F7 (3)

| The objective function denoted by � 3 	 7 is given by:� 35M 7 � �����
	 t�� � � Q � ��� 3< "! a ��M���:�7 	

Basically, the cost of a trajectory is the sum of the occurrence
costs of the events composing it. If an uncontrollable event is
disabled, the cost of a trajectory becomes infinite because the
second term of (3) becomes infinity. Finally, � 3�M.7 represents
the worst case behavior possible in submachine M . We now
define the optimization problem.

Definition 12 For all  g�(����M '-� 3< #7 is an optimal sub-
machine if � 35M 7 � #%$�&Q �(' � � ��

� 3�M � 7��)� 	

In particular, an optimal solution M 'A� 3� ! 7 is an optimal
submachine of the plant � and represents a solution of the
optimal control problem, which in general has more than one
solution. For such a submachine M , � 3�M 7 represents the opti-
mal cost (in fact, the worst inevitable cost) necessary to reach
 #" from  �! . It means that a submachine with a lower cost
could not ensure the accessibility of  )" from  "! . The next
theorem ([8]) gives necessary and sufficient conditions for
the existence of optimal submachines.

Theorem 2 An optimal submachine of � exists if and only if
there exists a submachine M of � such that M is trim, con-
trollable with no cycles. ,
We now introduce the notion of DP-Optimal submachines.

Definition 13 A submachine M '-� 3� #7 is DP-Optimal if it
is optimal and for all  �L� � Q �SM 3< � 7 is an optimal subma-
chine of � 3� � 7 .
If a particular DP-Optimal FSM includes all other DP-
Optimal FSMs as submachines, then we call it the maximal
DP-Optimal submachine. Its existence is given by the fol-
lowing theorem ([8]).

Theorem 3 If an optimal submachine of � exists, then the
unique maximal DP-Optimal submachine of � w.r.t. the final
state  +" also exists. ,
In [8], the authors provide an algorithm (DP-OPT), that,
given an FSM � with a unique final state, constructs the max-
imal DP-Optimal submachine.

4.3.2 The optimal control of asynchronous FSMs:
Given two FSMs �I� and �¬ , the purpose of this section is
to show that whenever there exist two (DP-)optimal subma-
chines M�� and M  of � � and �¬ , then M��´��M  is also (DP-
)optimal w.r.t. � � � �  . In the first part of this section, we
will consider FSMs with only one initial state as carried out
in [8]. First, we need to introduce the following technical
lemmas:

Lemma 3 Let �¬� � and ��� be submachines of � � and �  ,
then � 3�� � � �E� � 7 � � 3�� � � 7 � � 35� � 7 . ,
Note that this lemma is true only because we consider the
special case, where the control cost function is trivial (i.e.
either equal to 0 or � ).

Lemma 4 Let *�'O� �b� �� . Then, there exist �¬� � 'O� �
and ��� ' �� , s.t. � 3��¬� � �K��� 7 � � 3(*T7 . ,
Using the previous results, we are now able to prove the fol-
lowing property:

Proposition 5 If M�� and M  are optimal submachines of �I�
and �  , then M � �KM  is an optimal submachine of � � �K�  .
The result is still valid when dealing with DP-Optimality.

So far, we were interested in composing FSMs having only
one initial state. Knowing that the structures of the HFSMs
have several initial states, we need to extend these results to
FSMs having this property.



Definition 14 Let � be a FSM, and M a submachine of �
such that � Q R�' � � R and � Q R G� � . M is (DP-)optimal if�  ! � � Q R , M 3� ! 7 is (DP-)optimal w.r.t. � 3< ! 7 , and

�  ! �
� � R 
 � Q R , � 3� ! 7 has no optimal submachine.

With the preceding notations, consider the maximal DP-
Optimal submachine M 3< +�
7 of � 3< +� 7 . We denote by � �� the
set of initial states for which such a submachine exists. It is
then easy to show that M ���  R�t ¥ �R 3�M 3< #� 767 4 is DP-optimal
w.r.t. � . Based on this result, we can show that :

Proposition 6 Let M�� and M  be DP-optimal submachines
of � � and �� , then M����KM  is DP-optimal w.r.t. �I���K�� . ,

4.3.3 The optimal control of HFSMs: Next, we
apply the previous results to the computation of the
(DP)-optimal submachine of an HFSM. As in Section
4.2, we focus on a two levels HFSM. Let c �
36��� � ���  ��	
	�	
���  �9� 3�r � �:s � 767 be such an HFSM, then the
DP-Optimal algorithm is given by:

step 1:
��h�� }!� compute the maximal DP-Optimal subma-

chine M@� of ��� according to the algorithm DP-Opt [8].

step 2:
� � � YE� , with r)�&3�� 7 � 3�� n 7 n t�u�� and

�  #� �
�� � 
���	
	�	 �� �;� � � � � ��� n t�u�� � ��� ,

1. We denote by � �  R the FSM ��n t�u;� M´n;3< ��� 7
2. � 35� �  R 7���� n t�u�� � 35M n 3< #� � 7�7 (note that if  +� � G�
�EQSR � , we assume that � 35M n 3� #� � 767 � � )

3.
� 4 � s 3�� 7 3� #� 7 , we rename 4 as 4 �	� 
 R and we
attach to this new event the cost ��� 3�4 ��� 
 R 7 defined
by ��� 354 ���  R
7H� ��� 3�4F7 � � 3�� �  R 7 (the controllable
status of 4 ��� 
 R is the same as 4 ’one).

Call � �� the obtained structure.

step 3: Compute the DP-Optimal submachine of � � a� . Call
M � the corresponding structure.

step 4: Call c ����?� 3���M�� �
	 	 	 	 ��M �� �
3 r��� ��s��� 767 , the resulting
HFSM, where r´�� �:s��� are obtained by restricting r)� ands
� , according to the new transition relation of M � , % �� .

Theorem 4 3�c �����67 � is a DP-Optimal submachine of c �
. ,

Following notations of Step 2, we first need the next lemma,
for which we just give an intuitive proof:

Lemma 5 Let � � Y � , and  � an initial state of � . We
note � �����  R the FSM � n t�u;� M n 3< +� � 7 and c � � � �  R 1 � ������  R � ,
the FSM obtained by replacing c � 3 � ���� � ��� � ���� "�� � 7 by � �����  R
in c �

. Then � 363�c � 3 � ���� #�#��� � � �6 #"���� 7 ����� 7 � � 363�c � 7 ���� 7 . ,
The intuition behind this lemma is that we can replace a
super-state by its corresponding optimal super-state in c ,
without changing the global worst case cost of the DP-
optimal submachine (i.e. the result of the DP-OPT algorithm
of the resulting machine is a DP-Optimal submachine of c �

).
This is due to the fact that when entering a super-state � , the
only way for the system to evolve out this super-state is its

4 � denotes the merge of two FSMs (see [8]).

final state. Hence, in order to optimize the behavior of the
system, we at least need to optimize the submachine that goes
from one initial state to the final state of � . Proposition 6 tells
us that � �����  R is a good candidate for this optimization, since

� �����  R is DP-Optimal w.r.t. �:n t�u;� � n�3< ��� 7 . Hence, it is suffi-
cient, to first compute the costs of the super-states and then
to consider them as atomic-state. To take into account their
costs, we replace the cost of the events that lead to the super-
states by adding to their initial cost, the corresponding cost of
the super-states (computed in step 2(2)). This is exactly what
we is done in Step 2(3). Further, it is sufficient to apply the
DP-OPT algorithm on the new structure �b�� seen as an FSM
in order to obtain the result.

5 Conlusions and future works
In this paper, we introduced a class of DES modeled as Hier-
archical Finite State machines, that can be seen as a simplified
version of the STATECHARTS. Based on this model, we pro-
vided algorithms allowing the computation of non-blocking
supervisors solving the forbidden state avoidance problem as
well as the optimal control problem without expanding the
HFSM. Moreover, the result is a collection of supervisors
(one for each structure) that are generic enough to be com-
puted only once and work in different contexts. We are cur-
rently working on control algorithms for more intricate con-
trol objectives (transversal forbidden state problem) as well
as on the extension to a model with synchronized structures
(i.e. synchronization on shared events).
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